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The following question was raised by Cowsik [Cw]: if P is a prime ideal 
in a regular local ring (R, n?), is the symbolic Rees ring Rep) := @,120 PC”’ 
a noetherian ring, where PC”’ . is the n-symbolic power of P (i.e., P’“‘= 
P”R, n R). This question appears in works of Rees [Re] and Nagata 
INal, 
P. Roberts [Ro] gave a counterexample to Cowsik’s question, but very 
few examples were known of noetherian symbolic Rees rings. Recently, 
many works consider the question of Cowsik. especially [Hu, SC]. 
The main interest of this paper is to give a practical criterion to decide 
when the ring RCpJ is noetherian. This generalizes to any dimension a 
theorem of Huneke [Hu] and gives a different proof. As a corollary, I 
show a reduction lemma which permits one to find infinitely many exam- 
ples in any embedding dimension from one example of noetherian blow-up. 
Also, using an explicit description of the syzygies of the monomial curve 
K[t”, t’, t”] as a function of a, 6, c (see [MO]), I can find a large class of 
monomial curves defined by an ideal P in R = K[X, Y, Z] such that RCpi 
is noetherian. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
(J?, nz) will always denote a local commutative, noetherian ring, whose 
residue field R,im is infinite. 
1.0. DEFINITION. (a) Let I be an ideul it? R. The integral closure of I is 
theidealI={agRIa”+b,aH-‘+ -..+b,=O,bi~I’,somen~N}.Iissaid 
to be itltegrally closed if I = I. 
(b) If P is a prime ideal in R, the n-symbolic power of P is the ideal 
PC”, = P”R, n R. 
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1.1 Multiplicity (See [No, Sect. 71). Let (R, 1~) be a local noetherian 
ring of dimension 4 E a finitely generated R-module of dimension Y. 
A sequence ,Y , , . . . . x,. E R is a system of parameters for E if 
lg,(E/(x,E+ ... +x,Ej)< ,x8. In what follows we denote by : the ideal 
generated by x1, . . . . x, in R. Let I be an rn-primary ideal; the 
Hilbert-Samuel function IgR(R/I”) (resp. Ig,(El $E)) takes the values of a 
polynomial of degree d (resp. of degree 1.) for large IP. The leading coef- 
ficient of this polynomial is e(1) rid/d! (resp. e(.v /E) n”ir-! j. We remark that 
in the case E = R we have e(s 1 R) = e(sR). 
It is well known that e(x 1 E) d Ig,(E/(.uE)) and equality holds if and 
only if x 1, .,., x, is a E-regular sequence, in other words if E is a Cohetl 
Macaulay module. 
1.2. THEOREM (Localization of Multiplicity). Let E be a rzoether.iarz 
R-module, x1, . . . . x, E R a system of parameters for E, then 
e(.vIE)= c kRp(EP) 4s I RIP). 
P--i\nn(Ej,dim(R:P)=r 
1.3. The Relatitie Multiplicit)~. L.et I an ideal in R, let dim R/1= I 
and let x,, . . . . X,.E R be a system of parameters for R/Z. The function 
e(: / R/I”) takes the values of a polynomial of degree I’ for IZ large 
enough: e(x / R/Z”) = e(z; I) n’/~! + lower terms, for II 9 0. e(s; I) is called 
the relative multiplicity. It follows from Theorem 1.2 that e(s; I) = 
CP:,I.dim,R.P)=re(.Y/RiP)e(lR.). 
1.3.1 LEMMA. Let (R, m) be a local noetizerian ring qf dimerlsioFl d, P, CI 
prime ideal of height d- 1, .YE m - P and S= R:(s). Then: 
(1) .forany kEN,e(.u;P’k’)=lg(Rj(~+P))e(PRp)k”-’. 
i2j If k, HEN and Ji, = PCknJS, then Ig,(S/J,,) takes the values qf a 
polynomial #Yth leading term e(s; Ptk’) n”- ‘/id- 1 )!. 
ProoJ We remark that for any II EN - (0 j, multiplication by x in 
R/P’“’ is injective, in other words R/P’“’ is a Cohen Macaulay ring. 
e(&-; Pik’j = e(zl R/P) e(Prk’R,) = /gR(R/(y + P)) e(P’“‘R,) 
= Ig,(R/(,u + P)) e(PR,) kdp ’ t.1 1 
Ig,(S;‘J,,) I= Ig,(R/(s + PCrzkJ) j 
= e(,v / R/P”‘k’) = e(xl R/P) Ig(R./P’“h’R,) i2) 
by Theorem 1.2. so Ig,(S/J,,) = e(xl R/P) Ig(R,/PmkR,) and the assertion 
follows. 
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1.4. Anal~~tic Spread (see [MC, p. 261, or [Li]). L.et (R, m) be a local 
noetherian ring whose residua field R/m is infinite. An ideal JC I is a 
reduction of the ideal I if J= 1 The analytic spread I(I) of I is the minimal 
number of generators of a. minimal reduction of (. It follows that if J is a 
reduction of I, h(J) = h(l) (/z means height). 
1.4.1 DEFINITION. A formally equidimensional ring R is a ring such that 
for any minimal prime P in the completion R* of R we have dim(R*/Pj = 
dim R* = dim R. In a formally equidimensional ring the altitude formula is 
true: /?(I) + dim(R/I) = dim R for any ideal I of R. 
The following Theorems 1.4.1 and 1.4.3 are central (see [Li, pp. 1187). 
1.4.2. THEOREM [Da, Ra, Tel. bz a.formally equidimensional ring R, sot 
ezlery ideal I such that I(I) = h(I) the integral closure I has no embedded 
prime diuisors. 
1.4.3 DADE'S THEOREM [Da]. Let (R, nz) be a formally equidimensional 
local ring, lvhose residue jield is infinite. For an ideal I the following condi- 
tions are equiualen t: 
(i) ,(rj = h(r); 
(ii) there exists a sequence x,, . . . . x, E R satisf2’ing 
(a) (z + I) is an nz-primarllq ideal 
(b) dim(R/(.vRj)=dim R-r=dim R-dim R/1 
and such that 
-lifr<dim R then e(z;Z)=e(Z(R/(x)j 
- if r = dim R then e(sc; I) = e(,u). 
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2.1. THEOREM. Let (R, nz) be a o-dimensional analytical[l- unram$ed and 
forrnully equidinlensional local domain, P a height d- 1 prime ideal such thut 
R, is a regular ring. 
The wfollowling conditions are equiLlalent: 
(1) RCP’ := @,,1O P”” is u noetherian ring. 
(2) 3/c a natural number such that P’kn’ = Ptk”’ for all n > 1. 
(3) 3k LI natural number such that I(P(“‘) = d- 1 = /I( PCk’j. 
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(4) 3k E N, 3f,, . . . . ,fd- 1 E P’“’ and for atI)* .K in 171 -P ,\:e have 
e((s, fl. . . . . fd-,)) =e((xRj; Pjk’). 
(5) There exists x in m-P, 3k a natural number atzd,f,? . . . . J;t-, E P’“’ 
such that e((x, fl, .,., f,t- L) j = e( (.uR); PI”‘). 
(6) There exist x in m-P, and there exist k,, . . . . k,- 1 natural tzum- 
hers and f, E Pckl) .such that e((s, f,, . . . . fdm.L))=lg(Ri(xR+ P))k, . ..k.-,. 
(7) 3k E N such that grp,p, R is a R! P 1 (k’ Cohetl Macaulav module. 
2.2. Proof of the Theorem. (l)o (2) is due to Cowsik [Cw] and 
Schenzel [SC]. 
(5) 0 (6) is purely formal and comes from Lemma 1.3.1 and the 
formula 
eiiP;“, . . . . p’;“)) = n, . ..n.e((Bl, . . . . PC,)) 
(see [No, pp. 311 I), where /3, ? . . . . Pd is a system of parameters in R. 
(2j*(7) is clear from [H, pp. 116-1181. 
In order to finish the proof of the theorem we show the implications 
(2)*(3) and (j)=>(3)-(4)*(5). 
The equivalence (2) o (3) is due to Cowsik, I give here a short proof. 
This follows from the lemma: 
LEMMA. Let (R, m) be a formally equidimensional local ring qf dimension 
d, P a prime ideul, k a natural number, put I= Pck). 
(i) Assume that R, is a regular ring. If I(I) = h(I) then 7 = PcknL fat 
ah n E N in parricular if R is anal~~ticall~~ zrnramified the rings @ ,, 2O Pikrr) 
and Rip’ are tzoetherian. 
(ii) .4ssume h(P) = d- 1, if Pckn) = Pik”’ -for all tl E N Aen l(I) = h(I). 
ProoJ: (i) I(m j = I(I) and by Theorem 1.42 7 has no embedded prime 
divisors, this implies that 7 is P-primary and I” =I”R,n R = PI”R,,= 
P’k”J. Here we use the fact that R, is regular, because in a regular local ring - 
(A, m) we have W” = mn for all n. 
(ii) Let XEI?Z- P, we prove that e(s; I) =e(l(Ri(s)) and apply 
Dade’s Theorem 1.4.3. e(IR/(x)) is the coefficient of 17~-‘/(d- 1 j !  in the 
polynomial function (for n largej 
Ig(R,!(x) -t- Pc’J’fj = /g(R/((sj + P(krrI) t = e((s) RIP’““‘) 
since R/P’“*’ is a Cohen Macaulay ring, also Plk’” = Ptknj by hypothesis 
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and by definition e(s; I) n’-I/(& l)! is the leading term of e((*x) R/P(“)“) 
(12 $0). 
(S)*(3). Put S:=&/(x), I:= P’kJS is a m/(x)-primary ideal. By 
hypothesis fi , . . . . fd- , E PC’) and X, f, , . . . . jij i is a parameter system in R, 
in other words (fr, . . . . f‘,- I) S is a parameter ideal included in Z, this 
implies 40 d 4(fi, . . . . filjS), also e((f,, . . . . fi L jSj =4(-x, fi, . . . . fd- ,)R 
since x is a nonzerodivisor in R, by the formula 
e(ifi? . ..?f.-I)1 (0 :Rdj 
(see Section 1.1 and [No p. 3001). This together with the hypothesis imply 
e(Z) de(,t-; PCk)). In order to conclude we show the other inequality: we 
have I” = P(““‘S c Ptk’*‘S = .Z,, (see Lemma 1.3.1 j and Z&S/I”) 3 Ig(S/J,,); 
for n large this becomes an inequality between polynomials of degree d- 1, 
in particular by taking leading terms we obtain e(Z) ae(,u; PC’)) and it 
follows from Dade’s Theorem 1.4.3 that I(PCkJ) = d- 1. 
(3) + (4). Let x EM - P. By hypothesis I(PCk’) = d- 1 and we can 
find fr, . . . fdm. i E Plk’ such that (fi, . . . . fd- I j = P’k). Hence (x+ PCk)) is 
contained in the integral closure of (x, fi, . .f,- r), in other words 
(x. f,, . . . . d-I) is a reduction of (y + PCk)). Put f= (,f,, . . . . fdmm ,). We have 
e(s; PCk)) = e(s;f) because f is a reduction of PCkJ and e(s; f) = 
4(-y, fi, -., fdp i) 1 R) by the associative law for multiplicities [No, pp. 3421 
and linally e( (-u, fi, . . . . fd- 1) 1 R) = e((s, fi , . . . . fd- i )) (see Section 1.1). 
(4) => (5) is trivial. 
2.3. COROLLARY 1. Let (R, m) be a d-dimensional regular local ring, P 
a height d-l prime ideal, then the following cotzditions are equivalent: 
(1) R (‘) is a noetherian ring. 
(2) 3k E N such that PlknJ = PCkJ”, Vn > 1. 
(3) 3kE N such that /(PC”)) = d- 1 = h(PCk’). 
(4) &Em-P, 3k ,,..., k,-,EN audf,EPCk,’ i= l,..., d-l such that 
lg(Rl(-cf,, . . ..fd--l))=lg(RI(xR+P))kl. . . ..k.-,. 
(5) 3kEN, Efl, . . . . fdp,EPck’ such that -for an)’ x E m - P we hatle 
fg(R,Q, fi, . . . . J;I- I)) = fg(R/jxR + P)) kdp I. 
Proqf: This follows immediately from Theorem 2.1. We just remark 
that if R is a regular local ring of dimension 3 it is well known [H-S] that 
for any unmixed ideal Z with Z(Z) = 2 we have 7 = (Z)” for all n b 1. This 
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implies that the number k is the same in the conditions (2) and (3) of 
Corollary 2.3. 
2.4. COROLLARY 2. Let R = K[X,) . . . . X,,] he a poi~wonziul ring, P the 
graded ideal of a monomial curve. The follo,tYrlg conditions are equivalent: 
(1) R”) is a noetherian ring. 
(2) 3k such that P(k’z’ = P’k’r’, Vn > 1. 
(3) 3k such rhat I(P’kJ)=d- 1 =h(P’“‘). 
(.4) 3.x E ng - P, k,, . . . . k,!- , E N and fi E P’“” szlch that 
Ig(R,‘(.u. fi, . ..rr f,l-l))=,g(R/‘(.xR+P))k, ,..., kdpl. 
Pro@ The monomial curve C corresponding to the ideal P is smooth 
at any point 4 distinct from the origin. Let nz, be the maximal ideal corre- 
sponding to 5. It is well known that we can choose generators for III: = 
(3 1, . . . . zd) such that P,,,, is generated by zl, . . . . zd- 1. This implies that 
Pl,“.j = P& for any k and Corollary 2 is in fact a local statement at the 
origin given by the maximal ideal IPZ = (X,, .l., X,). 
3. REDUCTION LEMMA 
3.1. DEFINITION. Let C be a curve in Kd given parametrically by 
x, = t”‘, x2 = q?(t) , . . . . Xci= qd( t). We say C is monomial if q,(t) = t” for all 
i, where the e, are relatively prime numbers and e, = nz. Let 01 E N, such that 
(172, cz) = 1 and call ? the curve in K” given parametrically by X, = Y’, 
x, = q2(tX), . . . . X, = q,(P). Denote by iT a copy of R (here R is the polyno- 
mial ring K[X,, . . . . XJ, convergent powers series ring C{ X,, . . . . X,j or the 
formal power series ring K[ [X,, . . . . XJ] ) considered as a R-module via 
the map tj: R -+ R, sending X, to Xi and Xi to Xi for if 1. For any 
f(X,, . . . . Xd) E R we not2 by f the element .f(X;, XI, . . . . Xd). 
The next lemma is essential: 
3.2. LEMMA (see also [MO]). R is a faitllfulll:.flat extension of R. Let P 
(resp. p) be the prime ideal of C in R (resp. sf e) then: 
(1) Pa A R = P and P = Pa. In other words f E P if and only> if.7~ B 
and ifg,, . . . . g, is a system of generutors for P then gl, . . . . 2, is a system sf 
generators “for H. 
(2) f E Pk if and only iffy pk, i.e., P” n R = P”. 
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(3) Iff E PC') then J’E Fk’ and the converse is true if C is a monomial 
curve. In other 12,ords Pck’ c Ptk’ n R and the other inclusion is true if the 
curve C is monomial. 
ProuJ: That w is faithfully flat over R follows from the fact that any 
f E R can be written uniquely as 
where fje R. Now faithful flatness implies that for any ideal I in R, 
Ii? n R = I. On the other hand P (resp. I’) is the kernel of the morphism 
R-, K[t] sending X, to t”’ and Xi to Q;(t) (resp. X, to Qi(tx)j for i32, 
this proves the second assertion in 1). 
The proof of (2) is given in [MO]. 
Now we come to the proof of (3 j. If f E Pi') then there exists g $ P such 
that fg E Pk; taking images by $ we obtain 2 E P” but g $ P implies after 
(1) that g$p so TEE (k) In order to prove the converse when C is a .
monomial curve, we recall that PckJ is a graded ideal of the graded ring 
R = K[X, , . . . . X,] the grading given by weight (Xi) = ei for i = 1, . . . . d. Let 
7~ ptk), by definition there exists -some g$ P such that YgE b”. Write 
g=Zo+xJ,+ ... +A--%+, with at least one of the &, $ P. We make 
the product~g=~(&l-X,A, + ... +XT-‘h,-,) and we remark that X’,pi 
and Xi, fTi have homogeneous components of different degrees if i # j. (We 
recall that the graduation in iT is given by weight (X,) =ei and weight 
(Xi) = clei for i3 2.) In particular because P is graded ideal we have 
A”,-?&, E pk for all i= 0, . . . . a - 1, buL there is some i, such that gjO $ P. Put 
(? = X;h, $ P then we obtain GT= Gf E pk, it follows from (2 j that Gf E Pk 
and from ( 1) that G 4 P, this implies that JE Ptk) and finishes the proof of 
Lemma 3.2. 
3.3. PROPOSITION (Keduction Lemma). (i) rf @,laO Pcff' is a 
noetherian ring then @ ,, a O P(“’ is a noetherian ring. 
(ii j [f C is a monomial curve the converse is true. 
ProoJ Let R be as above the polynomial ring K[X,, . . . . X,],, localized 
in ITZ = (Xi, . . . . X,), the convergent powers series ring C(X,, . . . . X<[> or the 
formal powers series ring K[ [X,, . . . . X6,]]. 
(i) We apply part (4) of Theorem 2.1, taking x=X, and some 
fi, . . . . fd-, E Pik' such that Ig(R/(x, fi, . . . . fd- I)) = Ig(R/(xR + P)) kd- ‘; by 
construction and Lemma 3.2 we have: 
(lj X,R+P=X,R+1? 
(2) .T,, . . . . Jid-i epcki and 
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(3) i-yl,fi, ..., fciP i) R = (X1, 7,) y?, . . . . ,Td._ I) R. These properties 
imply lg( R/s, 7,) . . . . .z,- i)) = Ig(R/(.xR+ P)) k”-’ and the part (i) of the 
proposition follows from Theorem 2.1. 
(ii) Let the monomial curve C be given parametrically by 
X,= P, i= 1, . . . . (i. where the ej are relatively prime numbers. The curve C 
is given by X, = t”, Xi = Per for i 2 2, with ( u(, e, ) = 1. We apply again 
Theorem 2.1. Take s = X, and fi, . . . . fd- 1 E prRJ such that 
Ig(R/(x, fl, . ..? .f& I)) = ig( Ri(sR + p), kd- ‘. (*) 
We know that we can writef,=&,i+X,z,.j+ . . . + X;-‘&,P ,.iwith A,,E R 
and weclaim that i;,~i3(~)foranyOdj6a-l and l<i<d-1. For this 
we recall that ptkJ is a graded ideal of R := K[X,) . . . . A;], the graduation 
given by deg(X,)=e, and deg(X;j= ae; for i32. We observe that 
deg(X{l?,,;) E,iel + MN. In particular all the terms XJiEi,i have different 
degree since X, $ Pk) and Pik) is graded we obtain that $,i E i3’k) for all i, J 
and I? -E Pck’ for all i, j by Lemma 3.2. We remark that I.1 
(Xi, f,, . . ..Lr- ,) R= (Xi, h,.,. . ..> h,.,- ,) R 
and X, R + P = X, R + P. We conclude using (*) and Theorem 2.1 
We do not know if the property of R (P’ being a noetherian ring depends 
only on R/P. Nevertheless we have the following lemma: 
3.4. LEMMA. Let R := K[X,, . . . . X,] (resp. C(X,, . . . . A’([> or 
KCCx Ir . . . . Xd]]). Consider a curve C in K” given parametticali~- ii?, 
Xi=Cp,(f) tt:ifh cpi(r)eK[T] (resp. C(T) orK[[T]]) andcp,(t)#O. Let P 
be the kernel of the morphism K[X, , . . . . X,] + K[ T], sending Xi to q,(l), 
G L E R and 2: the curoe in Kd+ ’ gicen pararnert-icaily bl* X, = cp,( t) for 
i= 1 , . . . . d and X,,, = cpI (t) G,(cpl(t), . . . . qua), call P the ideal in I? := 
NIX,, . ..> XL,+ 11 corresponding to c. Qm the ring R ’ pi is noetheriarl then the 
ring iT’ is noetherian too. 
Proof: We apply Theorem 2.1, take .x = X, and f,, ..,, fd-, E Ptkr such 
that 
wwfl,fl, . . ..~~~I~).~~=~~o(RII(X’~R+P)),,,~~-I, (**j 
where ( ),, means localization at M. It is clear that .f~ Plk’ implies .f~ P”‘. 
Since (Xi, I&-X,G,)= (X,, W) it follows that 
(X,R+P)=(X,R+ Wii+PR). 
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We have the sequence fi, . . . . fC1- r E PC”’ and W- X~C?~ E p. It follows 
from (**j that 
zg(~l(x,,f,,...,fd-,, w-x’,G)~,, 
= k(R,‘(X,,f,, . . ..Ll) RI, = k(W(X,R+ hr kd-’ 
= Zg(&‘(X, R + WE + P,i?))ml k”- ’ 
and the conclusion follows from part (6) of Theorem 2.1. 
4. SYMBOLIC POWERS OF MONOMIAL CURVES IN K3 
4.0. Let a, b, c be three natural numbers such that (a, 6, c) = 1. Let 
R := K[X, Y, Z] the polynomial ring graded by weight (Xj = a, weight 
(Y) = b, and weight (2) = c. After J. Herzog [He, K] we know that the 
monomial curve K[t”, tb, t’] considered as a R-module has syzygies 
0 --, R2 L R3 -+ R --f K[t”, tb, t”] + 0, 
where the map on the right is given by X+ tU, Y -+ tb and Z-t tC. J. Herzog 
gave an algorithm to find the matrix M. In [MO] I improve this, giving M 
in terms of some invariants defined from a, b, c. 
We assume for the moment that (a, b j = 1. Let s0 be the unique integer 
such that sob = c mod u and 0 6s, < a. If s0 = 0, A4 is trivially described 
and we leave this case to the reader. 
We assume s0 > 0, put S- I := a and consider the Jung-Hirzebruch 
continuous fraction 
s-1 =q1.s0-s, 
so=q,s,-s2 
sm+ 1 = 0, 
where qi 3 2, si 3 0 for all i. Define the sequences pi, yi ( - 1 < i < 1n + 1). 
of integer numbers, by p-i = 0, p. = 1, pi+l = piqi+, - pidl, ri = 
(s,b - pic)/a. It follows that S, ~ ri are strictly decreasing sequences while pi 
is a strictly increasing sequence, also I’,, + i is a negative number. 
4.1. DEFINITION. Let v be the unique integer number such that 
r,, + , ,< 0 < rv. This is the same as saying that s,. + i ,ip,, + , ,< c/b < s,,/pu. 
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Now we can describe the matrix syzygies: 
4.2. THEOREM. Let a. b, c be three natural numbers such tkar 
(a? b, c) = 1. 
(i) If (a, 6) = 1 the matrix qlzygies 144 qf‘ the curve C are given bjs 
(iij If (a, b) = A then the matrix A4 is obtained from the sJp:ygies 
associated to a’ = a/A, b’ = b/A, and c’ = c changing Z b>y Z”. 
(iii) The cwve C is a complete intersection if either r,.+, = 0, pvt I = 0. 
or s,+, =o. 
For the proof of this theorem, see [MO]. 
Now we can give a large class of examples. 
4.3. THEOREM. Let a, b, c, sO, q be natural number-s such that: 
(1) sob-cmoda, O<s,<a 
(2) a+l=s,q 
(3) c(q+s,-l)>b(s&,+ 1). 
If P is the ideal in K[X, Y, Z] of the curve K[t”, f’, t’] t/wtl P’)” = 
prz vtz > 1 , . 
Ptvof: With the notations as above, in order to describe the matrix 
syzygies of the curve K[t”. th, t’] we obtain that the sequences si, pi, I’, are 
given by 
s ~-I = a, so=so, s, = 1, s2 = 0 
q1 :=q=(a+ 1)/s,, Y2 = so 
p .- 1 = 0, PO= 1, PI=42 p,=a 
l.uI=b, r. = (s,,b - cjla, r, = (b - qc)ia. r2 = --c. 
This implies that v = 0 or 1, the case V= 1 means that the curve K[I”, th. I’] 
is a complete intersection and it follows that Pi”] = P” for all n. We must 
study the case 1’ = 0. 
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The matrix syzygies are given by 
where c( = (sob - ~)/a, j3 = (qc - b)/a. In particular the generators of P are 
F,=X1+P-yYSO-'Z9-' 
and the relations are 
XxF3 + YF, + Zq- ‘Fz = 0 
X”F, + Y’O - ‘F3 + ZF, = 0. 
We define recursively a sequence d, E P(j), 1 <j < sO such that 
(*), 
We put d, = F, and (*), is the second relation of syzygies. Now assume 
that we have find cl,, j < sO and we try to find dj+ , . 
By the inductive hypothesis we have the relation 
and we multiply this relation by F3 and use the relations between 
I;,, F,, F3r 
Zd.F = -yrO~iF~+‘+(-l)iXB-(i-“XFil-‘F,F3 
J3 
= -ysU-iF’,+‘+(-l)/XP~‘“X”FJI-‘I;;F, 
zz -yS~-iF/3+‘+(_l).iXP~i~F~-1Fz(-yFl-Z9--1F2) 
e-Z(djF3 + (-- l)‘Z9-2F:X~-‘1F’Im ‘) 
We remark that the hypothesis (3) in the theorem implies that /I- jM 2 0 
for jds~, the ring K[X, Y, Z] is a UFD, so there exists (by definition) 
dj+ r E PC’+“ such that 
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For j = s,-, we obtain 
but f’y = (24 _ yxfl)sO = Za+ 1 - XPG since qs, = a + 1. In particular ii, 
can be written d,, = Z” + XG, + Y”OG, with Gl, Gz E K[X, Y, Z]. In order 
to conclude we apply Theorem 2.1 taking x = X. j’, = F2, f2 = d>,. We need 
to compute 
Ig(R,QX, Fz, d,,)) = Ig(R/(X, I-*), Z”j) = as, = Ig(R!(XR + P)) sO, 
where X := K[X, Y, Z]. The proof of Theorem 2.1 implies that Pajiz = 
Pcsorrr for all n > 1. 
4.4. COROLLARY. Let sO = 2, a, b, c sati$\*ing the fiut condition of 
Theorem 4.3. If c > b then PC’jn = P”)” for all tI 3 I. 
ProoJ^. The third condition of Theorem 4.3 follows from c > b since 
a 3 3. If a is odd the second condition is satisfied. If a is even Theorem 4.2 
implies that P is a complete intersection. In both cases we obtain the 
corollary. 
4.5. COROLLARY [H-S]. Let P be the ideal qf a monomial cwue qf 
multiplicity 3 then P”“) = PC’)” -for all n > 1. 
ProoJ In this case we can see by Theorem 4.2 that if P is not a 
complete intersection then sO = 2 and a, b, c satisfy the conditions of 
Theorem 4.3. 
4.6. COROLLARY. Let a and a be m’o coprime nutnbers, then the ideul P 
qf the curve K[t”, tU + ‘, t” + 2X ] satisfies P13r” = PC211’. V’n 2 1. 
Also I mention that one can find other examples in [Hu, SC]. 
By applying the reduction lemma and the following example of Huneke 
we find a large class of examples in any embedding dimension. 
4.7. EXAMPLE [Hu]. Let R :=C[[X, Y, Z]] and P the kernel of the 
morphism $: R -+ K[ [t6, t7 + t”, t’]] by sending X to t6, Y to t’ + t’“: and 
Z to t”, Then piloi?l = ~‘1011) f or all n 2 1. In particular P is a set theoretical 
complete intersection. 
4.8. Consider the curve g1 in C4 given parametrically by XI= i”, 
Y = I’ + t”, Z = t’, L, = t”( = XZ). Let z be a natural number coprime 
with 14, then the prime ideal P, of the curve C, given parametrically by 
x= P, y= t71 + t1o1, z = P, L, = tl” 
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is of embedding dimension 4 and such that Ryl) is noetherian, where 
R, :=C[[X, Y, 2, L,]]. 
More generally, let n be a natural number and CI as above. Consider the 
curve C,, in C”” given parametricaly by 
Jy-= p”, y= [7”” + tlO@, z = p”, and 
+ ttJ~“-‘+6+i’+ +-6x”-’ 
for i = 1, . . . . II. 
Call P, the ideal of the curve C,, in the ring R,l := C[ [X, Y, Z, L,, . . . . L,]]. 
Then the curve C,, is of embedding dimension n + 3 and the ring Rjp’ is 
noetherian. 
ProoJ By induction. Consider the curve C, as above and let 9,, in Clrt4 
the curve given parametrically by the first n + 3 coordinates of C, and by 
the IZ + 4-coordinate 
L tz+1= 
t14 + 61 f  6x’+ -. + 6%” 
( =X-L). 
Let I,, the ideal of 9,, in the ring R,,, :=C[[X, Y, Z, L,, . ..) L,, (11. By 
Lemma 3.4 the ring RF?:;‘, is noetherian. 
Now a being coprime with 14 + 6~ + . .. + 6~” we make the change 
variable t H t’ in the first n + 3 coordinates of Pn. We obtains the curve 
C nt i and by the reduction Lemma 3.3 the ring R!P;i” is noetherian. 
In particular all these curves are set theoretical complete intersections. 
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